Restricted and shared patterns of TCR beta-chain gene expression in silicone breast implant capsules and remote sites of tissue inflammation.
Silicone breast implants (SBI) induce formation of a periprosthetic, often inflammatory, fibrovascular neo-tissue called a capsule. Histopathology of explanted capsules varies from densely fibrotic, acellular specimens to those showing intense inflammation with activated macrophages, multinucleated giant cells, and lymphocytic infiltrates. It has been proposed that capsule-infiltrating lymphocytes comprise a secondary, bystander component of an otherwise benign foreign body response in women with SBIs. In symptomatic women with SBIs, however, the relationship of capsular inflammation to inflammation in other remote tissues remains unclear. In the present study, we utilized a combination of TCR beta-chain CDR3 spectratyping and DNA sequence analysis to assess the clonal heterogeneity of T cells infiltrating SBI capsules and remote, inflammatory tissues. TCR CDR3 fragment analysis of 22 distinct beta variable (BV) gene families revealed heterogeneous patterns of T cell infiltration in patients' capsules. In some cases, however, TCR BV transcripts exhibiting restricted clonality with shared CDR3 lengths were detected in left and right SBI capsules and other inflammatory tissues. DNA sequence analysis of shared, size-restricted CDR3 fragments confirmed that certain TCR BV transcripts isolated from left and right SBI capsules and multiple, extracapsular tissues had identical amino acid sequences within the CDR3 antigen binding domain. These data suggest that shared, antigen-driven T cell responses may contribute to chronic inflammation in SBI capsules as well as systemic sites of tissue injury.